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Information 
may save a life 
in your family. 



Thank you. 



How I came to be here 
•  High tech marketing 

•  Data geek; tech trends; automation 

•  2007: Cancer kicker      2008: E-Patient blogger 

•  2009: Participatory 
Medicine, Public Speaker 

•  2010: full time 

•  2011: international 



Foundation Principle 1 

Patient is not  
a third person word. 

 

Your time will come. 



Foundation Principle 2 

A pivotal force:  
 

The urge to care  
for our children and elders 



1 + 2 equals: 

Think about this 
in terms of your own kids 

and your own parents. 

(And maybe yourself.) 



Foundation Principle 3 

Everyone  
performs better 

when they’re better 
informed. 



Someday you’ll 
really care 

how well informed 
the care team is. 



Classic  
 Stage IV,  
Grade 4 

Renal Cell  
Carcinoma 

 

Illustration on  
the drug company’s  

web site 

Median Survival: 
24 weeks 



E-Patient Activity: 
“My doctor prescribed ACOR” 

(Community of my patient peers) 



ACOR members told me: 

•  This is an uncommon disease –  
get to a hospital that does a lot of cases 

•  There’s no cure, but HDIL-2 sometimes works. 
– When it does, about half the time it’s permanent 
– The side effects are severe. 

•  Don’t let them give you anything else first 

•  Here are four doctors in your area who do it 
–  And one of them was at my hospital 



How can it be 
 
 
 

that the most useful 
and relevant and 

up-to-the-minute information  

can exist outside of  
traditional channels? 



Because of the Web,  
Patients Can Connect to Information  
and Each Other (and other Providers) 



“If I read two journal articles every night, 
at the end of a year I’d be 400 years behind.” 

Dr. Lindberg: 400 years 





Any clinician 
whose sense of self-worth 

depends on knowing everything 
is in big trouble. 

Lesson learned: 



It’s no failure  
on the clinician’s part  

if a patient’s seen something  
they haven’t. 



The lethal lag time:  
2-5 years 

The time it takes after successful research is completed 
before publication is completed and the article’s been read. 



Genuinely valuable information 
may exist 

in places we weren’t 
taught to look. 

Lesson learned: 







What if his family 
had googled “splenectomy”? 



What if a bot 
brought splenectomy info 

to your attention? 



Autopsy shows ... 

10-15% of diagnoses were wrong 
(So how could the treatments be right??) 

He wrote his 
epilogue to patients:  

Questions for 
partnering with  
your providers on 
“What else  
could this be, doc?” 

 



Informed 
Medical  
Decision  
Making 



“Ultimately,  
it turned out  
to be the 
trade-off 
between  
peeing better  
and sex.” 



“And when it 
was stated  
in those terms,  
SDM flowed 
into the 
conversation.” 



My favorite complaint: 



“Patients are the only 
 ones who don’t have 

   any skin in the game” 
- Practice manager, quoted in  

Health Leaders, Fall 2011 





Speaking of 
skin in the game... 



My new case 











Why?? ..
. 



Patient, to Laura Adams: 
(Rhode Island Quality Institute) 

“You make me sign a consent form  
to SHARE my data. 
 You oughta ask my consent  
to HOARD it.” 

 







http:// bit.ly /datasong 



How a kidney cancer wife 
found the info she needed 
•  No insurance;  

no treatment. Then: 

•  Three bad hospitals; 
no help. Then: 

•  A friend said 
“I know a guy... 
on Twitter” 



“The 6th stage of grief  
  is proactive survivor” 



Regina Holliday’s 
Medical Mural Advocacy Project 

The Walking Gallery 
ReginaHolliday.blogspot.com 



Yes friends, it’s an 
information revolution. 

But it’s not to  
burn anything down. 



It’s a revolution 
of new possibilities. 



Please help make it 
a reality 

 
 



Please help make it 
a reality 

before your family’s 
time comes. 
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Information 
may save a life 
in your family. 


